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ABSTRACT
Despite enhancements to how systems development initiatives are conducted in org
organizations,
anizations, significant challenges
related to advancing technology, distributed teams, and poor communication continue to challenge productivity. Utilizing a
day-long
long focus group of senior IT managers, this study examines the current issues and trends rela
related
ted to the effective execuexec
tion of systems development processes. Our findings highlight approaches used by managers and supported by research that
can be employed to address ongoing systems development productivity concerns.
Keywords: systems development, productivity, IT management

INTRODUCTION
Poor development productivity has been a pe
perennial problem for IT [5, 24, 28].. “IT takes too long to
deliver” is a common complaint amongst business leaders
[29].. Over the past three decades (or more), a conside
considerable number of panaceas have been proposed for helping
organizations to get the systems and IT functionality they
need better, faster, and cheaper. Structured approaches to
programming and design, including the introduction of
systems development lifecycle methodologies
gies were first.
Then came automated systems development tools, aattempts to measure productivity (e.g., function points), and
new development approaches such as RAD (rapid appl
application development). More recently, organizations have

sought to buy off-the-shelf
shelf software, use middleware to
integrate it, or introduce enterprise resource planning syssy
tems (ERPs) in order to deliver more functionality at a
lower cost. Companies have also realized that the propr
cesses around systems development such as system
sys
prioritization and enterprise architecture can have a significant
impact on development timelines and most now have propr
cedures in place to manage these activities. Finally, many
organizations have turned to contract or outsourced staff,
often in other countries, to help during high demand periper
ods or to provide a large group of qualified development
personnel at a lower overall cost [16, 25].
25]
Nevertheless, during the past decade the situation
has gotten worse in many ways. Changes in technology,
connectivity
vity and collaboration, and the introduction of
open standards has meant that the IT function is “sitting at
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the intersection of two powerful and rapidly changing
forces: technological innovation and globalization” and IT
has become absolutely critical to effective business strategy [25]. Furthermore, development teams are becoming
increasingly complex to manage, incorporating people
and partners from different companies and locations. Development activities are also more challenging, involving
“many regulatory, architectural, business, financial, HR,
security and risk management hoops that have … little to
do with the traditional design and coding of the past but
that need to be orchestrated to deliver a coherent, viable
service” [25]. Unfortunately, new systems development
techniques have not always kept pace with these changes.
Many that have promise, such as service-oriented architecture (SOA), software-as-a-service, and agile development, still have not displaced traditional approaches. At
the same time, the new technical and managerial practices
needed to support them have not been fully introduced. In
short, improved development productivity is still long on
promises and short on delivery.
To address these issues, the authors convened a
day-long focus group of senior IT managers from a variety of industries. This paper explores the results of this
session, combining the participants’ contributions with a
review of the academic and practitioner literature. It begins by examining the problem of IT development
productivity and how system development practices are
changing. It then explores the key obstacles involved in
improving development productivity and outlines practices that are proven to work. It concludes with recommendations for managers about how to create an improved
environment for systems development productivity.

THE PROBLEM WITH SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
In the past, the concept of “system development”
largely meant creating customized software applications
for an individual organization. Today, it still means custom building, but development also includes selecting,
implementing and integrating packaged software solutions, and increasingly, integrating smaller, reusable software components with existing legacy applications across
a variety of platforms with a variety of development tools.
However, although systems development has changed
over time, many of the problems associated with it have
not changed; that is, there are still very high failure rates
with development projects and they are still perceived to
take too long, cost too much, and deliver limited business
value [15].
Research has not been particularly helpful in
providing ways to improve on these fronts. There have

been few empirical studies of actual development practices to determine what works in particular circumstances
and there is thus very little on which to base guidelines
for different types and sizes of development [9]. In short,
“we need to know more about what we know and don’t
know about software development” [1]. One study noted
that improvement in software development models and
best practices has been a “long slog” since the 1980s and
using the traditional “waterfall” model of systems development has “continued to fail in delivering acceptable
measures of software development performance” [33].
The Standish Group’s ongoing study of software development success rates shows that in 2009 only 32% were
considered successful (that is, on time, on budget and
with the required features and functions), while 24% were
considered failures (i.e., they were cancelled or never
used). The remaining 44% either finished late, were over
budget or had fewer than required features or functions
[19]. While these measures have improved somewhat
since 1994, progress has been agonizingly slow.
Although IT practitioners and consultants have
worked hard to define a strict set of rules to guide and
govern software development, and have seen some modest gains from such factors as improved governance, project management offices, and better methodologies, many
believe that “rules don’t work and haven’t since 1967”
[2]. These ongoing problems have meant that system development has long “suffered from way too many management fads and silver bullets du jour … and [left managers prey to] consultants and sellers of ‘software oil’”
[1].
Finally, system development continues to be
plagued by the difficulty of measuring “productivity”.
What exactly is a successful systems development project? Many companies define it as meeting schedules and
budgets and by the functionality delivered [20]. Yet, these
common metrics typically “do more harm than good” [6].
While they are easy for business people to understand,
they perpetuate a myth that these are the only three factors
that make a project successful. Furthermore, they take no
account of some major elements that are often responsible
for project failure, such as changes in requirements or
scope, unreasonable deadlines, project dependencies, and
lack of business accountability [20].

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to address these ongoing challenges in
systems development productivity, our study adopts an
exploratory approach utilizing a focus group, which refers
to “an interview with a small group of people on a specific topic” [30, p.385). Focus groups attempt to identify the
collective views of a set of individuals who have had sim-
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ilar experiences in order to elicit a range of rich opinions
and attitudes [26]. Research employing focus groups is
widespread in disciplines including marketing, sociology,
and psychology. Within the field of information systems,
the method has been utilized in studies examining a range
of topics that are directly relevant to practitioners, ranging
from skill and knowledge development [17], information
systems research relevance [32], and concerns over privacy practices [38]. Because the development of information systems is also a fundamentally practitioneroriented activity, we argue that focus groups are an appropriate research method to reveal if productivity of the
process is indeed getting better.
A total of 13 individuals representing 9 organizations participated in the full-day focus group for this
study. A range of industries was represented including
banking, manufacturing, pharmaceutical, software, government, technology, telecommunications, and insurance.
All participants held senior information systems management positions in their companies with responsibilities
such as enterprise architecture, planning, development,
infrastructure, and portfolio management. This breadth
afforded many different vantage points to view the topic
of development productivity. In preparation for this session, participants were asked to research what their own
organizations were doing to improve IT development
productivity and to answer a series of questions about
what was working well and not well. Areas of interest
included: new technologies, such as SOA, code generators, testing applications, middleware etc.; new technical
practices and functions, such as enterprise architecture,
open software, prototyping, or collaboration; new management or project management practices, such as demand management or portfolio management; new productivity metrics or measurement practices; new ways of
working with or educating the business; improvements in
practices and functions that support new systems development (e.g., security, privacy, risk management, quality
assurance, and regulatory compliance). Participants were
also asked to consider any obstacles that prevent IT from
becoming more productive in developing systems.
The discussion was moderated by the second author; detailed notes were made of participant comments
by the first and second author, which were later consolidated. Data analysis consisted of reviewing the focus
group session notes and conducting pattern coding to
identify key themes from the focus group comments. Our
findings are primarily based upon these emerging themes,
alongside the perspectives presented within the academic
and practitioner literature on systems development
productivity. This mix of practitioner experience and research literature form the basis for the observations and
trends we detail in the following sections.

TRENDS IN SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
For many years, system development has been
conceptually seen as a functional, engineering project,
similar in nature to building a bridge [8]. Unfortunately,
efforts to develop methodologies that embody software
engineering principles designed to lead to consistent performance outcomes, while resulting in some improvements, have not been as successful as predicted [8, 33].
Therefore, in the past two decades, numerous efforts have
been made to address system development productivity
shortcomings in other ways, including:
1. Adopting new development approaches.
There are a significant number of new development approaches that their proponents believe
address some or all of the problems with the
traditional waterfall development method.
While a comprehensive assessment of these approaches is beyond the scope of this paper, they
can be classified into three major types:
• Agile. Introduced in the 1990s, this approach encompasses a variety of “antiwaterfall” methods of system development such as, spiral, incremental,
evolutionary, iterative and rapid application design (RAD). They stress the
need to incorporate flexibility into system development by breaking up a
large project into smaller pieces that
can be developed in overlapping, concurrent phases to rapidly deliver business value in a series of short increments. Speed and agility are achieved
by collapsing or compressing one or
more phases of the waterfall method
and by incorporating staged delivery or
incremental implementation [13].
• Composition. This approach models
and develops generic components
comprising data, processes and services that can be reused in different
development efforts [31]. Based on detailed analysis and architecture, components (e.g., acquire customer name
and address) can be plugged into any
system without being reprogrammed.
Initially called “object oriented programming” in the 1990s [23], and
“service oriented architecture” (SOA)
more recently, composition has been
difficult to achieve because of the in-
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tensive modeling and architecting required and the IT organizational
changes require to adapt to them [3,
31]. With this approach, system development becomes process orchestration,
combining various software components into an “application container”
[4].
• Integration. The 1990s also saw the
widespread introduction of packaged
software to the marketplace that could
be purchased and implemented rather
than developed in-house. As a result,
many companies including most of
those in the focus group, adopted a
“buy, don’t build wherever possible”
philosophy for their generic applications, such as accounting, human resources or customer relationship management. More recently, this marketplace has begun to evolve so that companies can purchase software-as-aservice from the cloud, rather than implementing it within their own organizations. Although pre-programmed,
such services or packages still require
various amounts of effort to select and
then integrate them into an organization’s existing processes, platforms and
data [22, 31].
However, for most companies, adopting new
development approaches still involves using
them only selectively and change has been agonizingly slow as a result.
Enhancing the waterfall methodology. Although new development approaches are gaining
ground in organizations, the waterfall remains
the predominant system development process
for large scale, industrial strength projects [33,
34]. The waterfall method is still considered
most practical for large system development
projects because the engineering principles implicit in it involve formal coordination strategies, centralized decision-making, formal communication, and prescribed controls, which help
to offset the challenges caused by the increased
complexity and interdependencies and reduced
communications opportunities on large projects
[39]. The focus group’s presentations concurred
with this assessment. “While we are trying to
introduce new and more flexible approaches to
development, our senior management is not
committed to them and are resisting them,” said

3.

one manager. “We’re doing lots of experimentation with different development approaches but
these are done within our standard methodology,” said another. Improving the waterfall development process is therefore still a high priority for most companies. In recent years, organizations have attempted to improve the “maturity” of their traditional software development
processes using Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) to move them from ad hoc
activities to more managed, better defined,
quantifiable processes, so they yield standardized, replicable results [8, 11]. For example, one
focus group company has created an enhanced
delivery framework complete with a process
map, detailed activities, templates, inputs, outputs, entry and exit criteria, artifacts, roles, and
links to standards. Another manager stated, “We
have well-defined SDLC methodologies and
standards and procedures are enforced… [But]
we are always looking for applications development best practices to improve them.”
Improved governance. It has also been accepted that there are a number of factors other than
the development process itself that will affect
the quality and the effectiveness of systems development. Today, in spite of a persistent engineering mindset that permeates system development practices, there is also growing acceptance that building systems can be more of
an art than a science. “Systems are a unique and
complex web of intellectual property bounded
only by vision and human creativity… They are
more similar to movie production [than bridgebuilding] where no laws of physics or materials
apply… most quality is subjective [and] anything can change” [33]. To deal with these conditions, some organizations are beginning to
adopt governance mechanisms based on economic disciplines that accept the uncertainties
involved in systems development – especially at
the beginning -- and adapt and steer projects
through the risks, variances and moving targets
involved [33]. Thus, many focus group companies have adopted different governance practices for different stages of the development life
cycle, such as staged estimates of cost and time,
“gating reviews” and quality assessments at different lifecycle phases. Other governance mechanisms, such as those used in Sweden, also consider the social and cultural implications involved [8]. Still others govern by a set of software outcomes, including: flexibility, respon-
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siveness, operational efficiency, quality of interaction, learning, product performance and
benefits achieved [21, 37]. In the focus group,
most managers stressed that compliance with all
legislation and regulations has become a further
significant governance issue for all their systems initiatives. Some also stressed the need for
better governance of the processes that “touch”
and impact systems development activities, such
as quality assurance, architecture, security and
testing. In short, governance at a variety of levels is becoming more important to ensure
productivity in systems development [31].
Changing resourcing strategies. One trend in
systems development that is very clear is the
widespread use of contractors and outsourced
developers to supplement in-house development
staff [25]. A major driver behind improved governance, methodologies, standards, and componentization of software is the desire to use
cheaper development labor, often located in
other countries. This globally dispersed development, however, increases the need for new internal business and technical skills. New resourcing strategies increase the need for better
business, technical and data architecture, improved business analysis, IT strategy that is
more closely linked to business, and project
managers who can coordinate and leverage the
efforts of a diverse group of internal and external, IT and business staff to deliver consistent
and effective IT products [4, 31]. At present,
only 28% of CIOs believe that they have the
right skills in their IT organizations to support
these changes [22]. The group agreed that development skills are changing. “Our focus is on
improving project management, business analysis and quality assurance staff,” said one manager. “We’re stressing the development of relationship management, analysis and consulting
skills,” said another. “Improved resource allocation is also essential,” said a third, “because
there are only so many staff with the necessary
skills. In the past, each business unit had dedicated resources; now they all work for the enterprise.”

OBSTACLES TO IMPROVING
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
It is clear from the above trends that systems development is changing and has changed to address complaints of poor productivity. However, it is also clear that
these changes are still not adequately addressing the problem. There are several reasons why improvements in development productivity have been difficult to achieve.
While many of them may not be surprising to long-time
IT managers, they bear repeating since they pose significant barriers to success in this area.
First, there is still a need for a more holistic understanding of system development, both within IT and
within the business. As noted above, development is a
much more complex and uncertain process than was first
understood. Too often, our mental models of development
appear to be dated – locked into a time in the past when
the problem being addressed was straightforward and the
programming effort significant. Today, the programming
is straightforward, while the problems are highly complex, typically involving many parts of the business and
many IT functions and requiring significant business
knowledge, technical skill, relationship and communications abilities and conceptual understanding [7]. In an
earlier look at this subject, we noted that all activities impacting system development should be considered when
trying to improve productivity. “There is a need to ensure
that everything works together to further the overall goal.
It makes no sense to improve one part of the process if it
doesn’t accomplish this” [23]. Members of the focus
group identified three primary areas where there are currently significant bottlenecks in the development process:
• Business involvement. This can be an obstacle to development success at several levels. At the highest level, it is well-known
that business sponsorship is essential to ensure that the right projects are developed
[11]. While many organizations have addressed this problem through their governance processes, the focus group stressed that
many business leaders still pay only lip service to their responsibilities. This impacts
the system development process in several
ways. “Our business users take forever to
complete their parts, such as agreeing to a
proposed solution or signing off on key
phases of a project,” said a manager. “They
don’t see how this affects our work, which
can’t proceed without it.” The focus group
felt strongly that business users needed more
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education about their roles in (and impact
on) every level of the system development
process, including governance, analysis,
testing, and change management, in order to
make development more productive.
• Analysis. “We were very surprised to find
that analysis takes about 30% of the elapsed
time of development,” said one manager.
“Business analysis is not at the same level of
maturity as other parts of development,”
said another. Analysis can be an obstacle to
productivity and effectiveness in many
ways, in addition to the time it takes. Significant problems can be caused by failing to
clearly define the scope of a project, to understand the dependencies between projects,
to identify the changes that will need to be
made to business processes when a system is
implemented or to recognize and incorporate
the needs of multiple stakeholders in system
requirements [18, 19].
• Testing. Several companies are focusing on
testing, which they have found takes between 20-40% of development effort and resources. “We are spending increasing
amounts of money on testing; it’s a growing
job,” said one manager. “It’s extremely
complex and expensive to set up and maintain test environments,” said another. In system development, testing is typically done
by three groups – the development team itself; quality assurance; and business users.
Delays often occur with the last two groups,
who focus on their own needs and optimizing their own processes with little regard for
their impact on the progress of an individual
project or the business as a whole.
Second, the systems development process itself
continues to be problematic. Today, many organizations
try to force all projects to fit a single development approach, often with disastrous results [27]. If there’s one
thing that practitioners and managers agree on, it’s that
whatever development approach is used, it should be appropriate for the project being undertaken. Typically,
small projects suffer from too much process when a fullscale, CMMI-style methodology is used, while large projects cannot coordinate all their variables using an agile
development approach [1]. Agile approaches are useful
when requirements are not fully known or in rapidly
changing business conditions. Yet, “for most organizations, [agile development] should be known by the acronym BDSF (delivering bad software fast)” [27]. Conversely, too much process makes a project inflexible and

adds layers of red tape that causes a project to bog down
[19]. Not using a methodology is not the answer as this
can increase the risk that important tasks will fall through
the cracks or that a project won’t be completed on time
[20]. Members of the focus group were finding resistance
to an overabundance of methodologies from within IT as
well as from the business. Thus, the ongoing challenge for
IT managers is to find the right balance between structure,
consistency, speed and flexibility.
Third, poor communication on the part of both
IT and business tends to create misunderstandings and
conflict that can inhibit projects. One of the major goals
of a good development methodology is to mediate between all stakeholders to prevent the changes in requirements and scope that result from problematic communication. But communications issues cannot be fully dealt
with by a methodology [21]. “Most of the project management mistakes IT departments make boil down to either a lack of adequate planning or breakdowns in communication (either among the project team or between the
project team and the project sponsors. These mistakes can
be fatal” [19]. While much of the blame for ineffective
communication tends to be placed on IT [37], there is
considerable evidence that business people do not take the
time or make the effort to understand what is being said to
them [21]. “Our business doesn’t want to hear about what
we must do,” said a focus group manager. Too often, executives rely on simplistic metrics, such as progress
against schedule and budget, because they are easy to
understand. These in turn perpetuate the perception of
poor development productivity [33]. “Project sponsors
latch on to initial estimates… and because [they] don’t
understand project complexity and other factors influencing cost and timelines… they may see a project as a failure… even if changes resulted in improved value…“ [19].
Improved communication about changes in requirements,
cost estimates and schedules is therefore critical to improving perceptions of development productivity and success [6].

IMPROVING SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTIVITY:
WHAT WE KNOW WORKS
There is still a lot that we don’t know about improving system development productivity and members of
the focus group were actively experimenting with a wide
variety of initiatives in this regard, which may or may not
be successful. However, they identified five sets of practices that they believe clearly make a significant difference:
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Optimize the bigger picture. System development should be seen as only one part of an
overall business and technical effort to deliver
value to the enterprise. This starts at the top
with a clearer understanding of the IT value
proposition: delivering strategic insight and
leadership; understanding business needs and
designing solutions; and sourcing solutions implementation [22]. This bigger picture has a
number of implications for both business and
IT. First, IT and business strategy must be
closely aligned to ensure IT is working on the
right things and in the right order, said the focus
group. Business and technology architecture
functions, combined strategic governance,
roadmaps and improved business and IT relationships should all be designed to deliver enterprise value (not IT or business unit value).
Second, all aspects of the earlier stages of development need to be reassessed and streamlined, including: governance activities around
project approvals, prioritization and funding;
managing demand; educating business people in
their roles and responsibilities in system development and holding them accountable; improving business casing; information and solutions
architecture; use of proofs-of-concept, prototypes, and use cases; and developing strong project managers with excellent communications
skills. Finally, resource management and sourcing strategies must be developed to ensure staff
with the right skills are available when needed;
applications development best practices need to
be monitored and implemented; and testing and
quality assurance should be centralized to eliminate duplication of effort. However, while each
of these activities is important, none should be
optimized at the expense of delivering overall
value. All too often, individual functions seek to
do the best job possible but forget how their
work affects the overall goal. It is therefore important for senior IT leaders to ensure that this
goal is kept in mind by all groups involved in
delivering solutions to the enterprise. One
company has had significant success -- reducing
cycle time by 30% -- through such holistic process improvements. Another noted that “becoming more outcome-focused, optimizing the
whole development process and developing a
shared business/IT agenda has led to substantial
productivity improvements for us.”
Adopt more flexible processes. While not all
companies are willing to give up on the water-

3.

fall development methodology, they all recognize that “just enough” process should be the
goal [12]. Ideally, a development approach
should be matched with the deliverables involved and the level of compliance required
[12]. Focus group companies were actively exploring ways to accomplish this goal. One company has developed a methodology-tailoring
tool that helps determine the levels of oversight
and control that are needed by outside groups
(i.e., security, architecture, operations) according to the level of risk involved. Another ranks
its development projects into three tiers. “Tier 1
is very visible and requires a higher level of
formality and governance; Tier 3 projects are
encouraged to adopt more agile approaches,”
said the manager. A third is encouraging
“smarter execution choices” from a full range of
development approaches by enabling teams to
choose from a variety of methodologies depending on business needs. Finally, one manager
noted that his organization uses a little bit of
everything when it comes to its efforts to improve its productivity. “We have adopted a ‘buy
vs. build’ approach and have packaged ERP
systems in several divisions; we use composition services for data capture, transformation,
and delivery between systems – to take the burden away from the system developers; and we
use a combination of agile and waterfall methods for new development.”
Reduce complexity. It is widely-accepted that
complexity is a major cause of slow system development [7]. Standardization wherever possible therefore reduces complexity and makes development more straightforward [33]. While
aiming for flexibility, the focus group was
therefore also trying to reduce complexity in a
number of ways. One organization has cut back
on the reporting it requires, for example limiting
the paperwork for its Project Management Office to just a few short questions. “This has
helped us a lot,” said the manager involved.
Standards are a key way most companies are using to limit technological complexity. “Multiple
technologies, platforms, languages and tools
mean more complex software engineering,” said
a manager. Finally, several companies are trying
to increase reuse of software components.
“We’re actually tracking the amount of reuse in
each system; doing this has led to a 50% increase in reuse and a corresponding 20% reduction in defects,” said a manager, noting that
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making reuse a performance metric for systems
has been an important factor in its success.
Enhance success metrics. Success is a multidimensional concept depending as much on perceptions as on objective reality [25]. While, as
noted above, metrics of progress against schedule and budget are too simplistic for the current
development environment, it is also true that IT
can overdo the metrics it provides [20]. Metrics
for system development should be designed to
accomplish four goals and used selectively for
different audiences:
• Increase buy-in. System development
is a team activity, with business and
other parts of IT playing key roles on
the team. It is therefore essential that
all team members be committed to the
achieving the same goals. In fact, the
more people are committed to a goal,
the more likely they are to contribute
towards its outcomes [15]. Thus, metrics that clearly link a project and its
component parts (e.g., architecture,
testing, change management) with delivering well-articulated strategic business value are most likely to ensure a
coherent and consistent effort to deliver. Such metrics are usually developed
in a business case but may also be part
of an overall business or technical
roadmap and should be kept front and
center throughout system development
[36].
• Promote desired behavior. Measuring
something is an important way to promote behavioral change [14]. Members
of the focus group had therefore developed scorecards to track desirable new
development behaviors, such as reuse,
quality, and collaboration. These metrics are often designed to change perceptions within IT regarding what
management values in systems development.
• Educate perceptions. Perceptions can
be “educated, trained and controlled”
[10] and business perceptions of system development productivity need
management, transparency and clear
communication. Metrics therefore need
to be interpreted for them by IT in light
of business conditions and individual
situations [19, 25].

Monitor performance. Finally, system development performance should
be tracked to determine the actual results delivered rather than the progress
of the various activities of the software
development process [33]. “We need to
become more outcome-oriented so that
we don’t get bogged down in process,”
agreed a focus group manager. “This is
a fundamental change in IT’s mindset.”
Such a new mindset also supports the
shift to newer development approaches, such as agile, package implementation, reuse, and delivery of softwareas-a-service.
Create a smarter development environment.
Getting “smarter” about development involves
improving collaboration, knowledge sharing
and capabilities, and finding new opportunities
for leveraging the work that is done. With the
boundaries between business and IT becoming
increasingly blurred and larger numbers of
stakeholders involved in the process (both within IT and in business), development has become
both a much more social and multi-disciplinary
process, while at the same time teams are becoming increasingly dispersed geographically
[7, 22]. Collaboration and knowledge sharing
initiatives can enhance traditional forms of
communication, facilitate relationship building,
and ensure that there is a single version of the
“truth” available to everyone on a project team
[25, 35]. Several companies in the group have
implemented collaboration and document sharing tools with considerable success. “Our top
priority is promoting collaboration with the
business,” said one manager. Another is implementing knowledge repositories and documentsharing software to enable better access to work
that has already been done. Improved search capabilities are also a top priority for companies
seeking to improve reuse. Another focus group
company is stressing improving its capabilities
by creating communities of practice around its
four main technology disciplines (i.e., project
management, business analysis, development
and quality assurance) to create thought leadership that is “more than the sum of its parts” and
drive change throughout the IT organization.
One has identified the key gaps in capabilities
for its major functional areas and is developing
learning paths to close them. Finally, companies
are becoming smarter about how they handle
•

5.
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requests for compliance projects, for example,
gathering all compliance requirements together
in planning to ensure that they are dealt with
“once for all”.

•

NEXT STEPS TO IMPROVING
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
Although these five general trends in systems
development are working well in the focus group companies, their breadth and the integration and behavior
change required is daunting. While keeping these “big
picture” initiatives in mind, the managers in the group
identified five “quicker fixes” that were likely to have an
immediate impact on productivity, while furthering these
larger goals:
• Look for and address bottlenecks. Assessing the entire system development process for bottlenecks in an organization can
yield surprising results. One company had
no idea how long it took business sponsors
to complete sign-offs; another found cumbersome governance processes took inordinate amounts of time to resolve simple conflicts. With increasing time pressures in today’s organizations, it makes sense to identify and speed up such bottlenecks first, rather
than increasing pressure on the core members of the development team.
• Focus on outcomes. As noted above, IT
metrics have typically measured elements of
the process, such as consumption of resources, rather than value delivered. With
the development world changing rapidly due
to the advent of software services and application assembly, it is essential to refocus
both business and IT on what functionality
is being delivered, not how it is delivered.
Making the shift to a more dynamic, innovative and effective IT organization means
changing what is measured. One firm now
undertakes a quarterly assessment across its
entire IT organization of the seven key capabilities it wants to develop: community
participation, collaboration, transparency,
innovation, agility (i.e., time to value), component based development, and asset management and reuse. It believes encouraging
these behaviors will promote faster time to
market for its initiatives.

•

•
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Clarify roles and responsibilities. Several
firms have seen commitment to development projects increase, both from internal IT
groups and from business sponsors and users
when their roles and responsibilities were
clarified. For example, one company clearly
explained where IT architecture is accountable in system development, when it should
be consulted, and when it should merely be
informed. Another provides clarity about
who is responsible for resolving development problems. “This has helped us to stop
churning and increase motivation,” said the
manager. Another manager who had overseen a transition from a traditional waterfall
IT development organization to an SOA
function, stated, “Making change is all about
clarity of roles and responsibilities.”
Simplify the development environment.
All companies in the focus group had some
initiatives to replace end-of-life or duplicate
technologies and applications. Some are attacking this type of complexity more vigorously than others. One firm had slashed its
legacy applications by one-third over the
past three years. The benefits of a simpler
environment are numerous – speed of implementation, flexibility, more investment
dollars, and easier new technology deployment [25]. In particular, one firm that had
mandated a single desktop and common infrastructure found it dramatically increased
its time to market for new development initiatives.
Simplify testing. Testing has long been seen
as a system development bottleneck [23] and
with the addition of more complex technological environments and more stringent
compliance regulations requiring separate
groups to perform different types of testing,
the situation has become much worse in recent years said the focus group. Therefore,
they have each put much effort into streamlining and automating this activity. Many
companies have created a centralized test
environment with automated scripts and
standard tests that dramatically increase
throughput. “With these you are not starting
from scratch each time,” said a manager.
Testing tools and methods, including automated regression testing, risk assessments,
and analysis of defects have helped both to
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speed up the process and provide the necessary documentation of results.

[8]

CONCLUSION
Much has improved about the practice of system
development over the past two decades. If the development environment had stayed static, it is likely that
productivity would also have been perceived to have improved dramatically. Instead, systems have become increasingly complex at every level, suggesting that process
improvements have barely made a dent in the dilemma of
development productivity. This paper has addressed the
ongoing nature of the productivity problems facing IT
managers in systems development and how the field is
changing. It has examined some of the serious systemic
barriers to fundamental change in how systems are developed and documented best practices for dealing with
them. There is unfortunately, no silver bullet when it
comes to improving system development productivity, in
spite of much effort to find one. While a few organizations are “pushing the envelope” in an attempt to radically
change how systems are delivered, for most, improvements are more likely to come as a result of persistent and
iterative analysis of what works and what doesn’t in their
particular organizational context.
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